DANISH FOR MEDICAL DOCTORS
FROM ABROAD

• Are you trained as a medical doctor in your home country?
• Do you want to use your education in Denmark?
• Would you like to participate in a targeted intensive Danish course?
In cooperation with Gentofte Hospital, Hellerup Language School offers a
Danish course for foreign medical doctors.

Goal

The objective of the course is to teach you Danish professional medical
terminology and thereby improve your chances for obtaining permanent
authorisation and employment as a medical doctor in Denmark. The course
prepares you for working in the health sector in Denmark and for taking the
formal medical authorisation exams conducted by the National Board of
Health.

The course

The course comprises Danish lessons, practical work at hospital departments
and theoretical training in medical disciplines. The course is taught by
teachers of Hellerup Language School and includes Danish language material
as well as medical texts and articles, etc.
The medical terminology and doctor-patient communication is taught
by Danish medical doctors. Medical and other health sector-related
disciplines (e.g. social medicine, medical law) and professional topics such
as urology, neurology, etc. are equally taught by medical doctors as well as
representatives from the health sector. You should expect a fair amount of
homework, not only in connection with your Danish lessons but also with
respect to the professional disciplines.

Requirements

To qualify for the medical Danish course, you must have already passed
Danish 3, module 3, and submitted your diplomas to the National Board of
Health (Sundhedsstyrelsen).

Duration

The course is based on your specific background and needs, and usually takes
about 26 weeks. You can enrol at any time, and the course concludes with the
Danish language exam ’Prøve i Dansk 3’ and an exam in medical terminology.

“I learned about Danish for medical doctors
through a friend of mine, who had been very
satisfied with the course. My personal experience
with the course has been just as good.
All the students are medical doctors and you
also get to meet many skilled medical doctors
from Denmark, younger as well as more
experienced doctors.
Furthermore, you get a lot of relevant
information about the Danish labour market,
job situation and work ethics in Denmark.
Not only have I met a lot of skilled medical
doctors, with whom I have become friends.
I have also received thorough and relevant
training from our teachers who, in my opinion,
are among the best you can get”
Zunaira Gul, Medical Doctor (M.D) from Pakistan

Location

The course is taught at Gentofte Hospital in Hellerup and at Hellerup
Language School.

Contact

Please call us on 3946 3050 to arrange an appointment for an interview with
one of our medical Danish coordinators.

Hellerup Language School

Hellerup Language School has extensive experience in arranging Danish
courses within the health sector.
We also offer Danish for medical doctors as online studies.
Please read more about admission requirements, online courses etc. at
www.sprogcenterhellerup.dk
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